
Recent RHSP Alumni Outcomes  

 Charlie Martin (RHS ’09, RPI ’13) – received Ph.D in astrophysics at RPI in 2016; currently teaching 
astronomy at RPI.  

 KarryAnne Belanger (RHS ’10, Wheaton ’14) – studying for a Ph.D. in biochemistry and molecular 
biology at University of Texas Medical School. 

 Steve Diamond (RHS ’10, WPI ’14) – working as a software engineer at BAE Systems, a 
multinational defense, security and aerospace company. 

 Jesse Hardman (RHS ’11, Skidmore ’15) – awarded Raymond’s first ever Fulbright Scholarship, 
taught in Germany for two years; followed by a year in Americorp, teaching at Kipp Academy in 
Baltimore. Since August 2018, a math teacher and lead teacher at the Barnesville School of Arts & 
Sciences, a private day school in Montgomery County, Maryland.  

 Samantha Harmon (RHS ’11, Dartmouth ’15) –working as a product innovation associate at 
Athenahealth, a healthcare technology company. 

 Jake Leavitt (RHS ’11, Brown ’15) – worked as a research assistant in the Department of Psychiatry 
at Yale Medical School; now studying for Ph.D. in Psychology at University of Houston.  

 Jon Lemay (RHS ’11, Skidmore ’15) – worked as an English teacher at Lausanne Collegiate School, 
a private secondary school in Memphis, TN; now teaching English at Pennington School in 
Pennington, N.J.  

 Amy Neeper (RHS ’11, Holy Cross ’15) – Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) Degree, Massachusetts 
College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences ’18; now working at PilPak in Manchester, NH.  

 Charlie DeBenedetto (RHS ’12, Hobart ’16) —awarded Raymond’s second-ever Fulbright 
Scholarship, to teach in Taiwan for a year; now teaching at Washington Bilingual Elementary 
School, in Taichung City, Taiwan.   

 Ashley Lord (RHS ’12, Dartmouth ‘16) — working in Littleton, MA, as a user interface developer at 
IBM Watson, the cognitive business arm of IBM.   

 Joe Morin (RHS ’12, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute ’16) — working in East Rutherford, NJ, as a 
design engineer for the U.S. subsidiary of Peri Formwork Systems, a German manufacturer of 
formwork and scaffolding systems. 

 Abbey Schlangen (RHS ’12, Trinity ’16) -- working in Los Angeles, CA, as an account manager at 
Unified Social, a company that provides software to help clients’ productivity in their use of 
marketing data.   

 Collin Spinney (RHS ’12, Hamilton ’16) - working in Beaverton, OR, as a copy writer at Seamus 
Golf, which produces golf headcovers and other accessories.  

 Hope Palattella (RHS ’13, Connecticut College ’16) – working as a photographer at Seamus Golf.   

 Rachel Faust (RHS ’13, St. Lawrence University ’17) – working in Boston for Phaidon International, 
an executive recruiting firm. 

 Amanda Lundergan (RHS ’13, Trinity College ’17) – working in Chicago in the marketing group of 
Ropes & Gray, a major international law firm.  

 


